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Outline 
!   D0àKπ update (A. Rossi, S. Moretto) 
 
!   BàJ/ψàee update (C. Di Giglio) 
 
! ΛcàpKπ update (C. Terrevoli, M. Mager) 

! Bàe plans (M. Kweon) 
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D0àKπ update 
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D0àKπ update (0-2 GeV/c) 
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D0àKπ update (0-1 GeV/c) 
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D0àKπ update 
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D0àKπ 
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Next	  Steps:	  

-‐ 	  	  LHC11a3 : too low statistic à study the 
  LHC11a10b_bis collection 
 
- in this new collection: evaluate scaled significance 

- try to optimize cuts in the different pt bin   
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BàJ/psi: results with hybrid method 
•  Resolution function: 

•  SPDlay0àSPDnewAll ∼ 7% 
improvement 
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•  Resolution 
function RMS vs 
pT

min(J/psi) 

•  Resolution 
function RMS vs 
pT(J/psi) = 
[0.8-1.3,1.3-2,2-3
,3-4,4-5,5-7] 
GeV/c 
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•  MC J/psi from B: 

Effect of 
resolution 
improvement 

Region where fB 
extraction is 
performed 
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•  J/psi from B RMS 
vs pT

min(J/psi) 

•  J/psi from RMS 
vs pT(J/psi) = 
[0.8-1.3,1.3-2,2-3
,3-4,4-5,5-7] 
GeV/c 
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Current status: likelihood fit (MC 
validation) 

!   Ad hoc mixture of prompt J/ψ, (Bà)J/ψ and bkg events 
used for MC validation ( (X,M) pairs randomly extracted 
from distribution functions) 

!   Expected relative abundances in this/next year data taking 
depend on the trigger we choose   

•  ITS 
upgrade 
(NewAll 
conf.)  
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!   B→J/ψ analysis requirements: 
!   Increase statistical significance à we need a proper 

trigger for electrons 
!   Keep J/ψ transverse momentum reach reasonably 

low, i.e ∼ 1.3-1.5 GeV/c (pT(B)à0) 

!   Trigger scheme: 2 possible scenarios 

!   Actual: use of EMCAL (+TRD) in pp and PbPb 
collisions à trigger on single/double electrons 

!   Future: use of a topological trigger with ITS 
!   Both of them need quantitative study and 

optimization…but few qualitative considerations may 
be done 
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1st scenario: EMCAL(+TRD) 
!   Current status: rare triggers runs since 2 June (à see 

F.Antinori, PF 15/06/2011): 
!   100 kHz interaction rate 
!   ∼ 30 Hz EMCAL L0 (momentum threshold = 4.8 GeV on single 

track) 
!   + mix of other rare triggers (single muon, dimuon  unlike-sign, 

dimuon like-sign) 

•  Low pT(J/ψ) reach 
requirement à need to go 
below 4 GeV on single 
electron momentum 
threshold with EMCAL 
–  Need to define 

optimal cut on single 
track 
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1st scenario: EMCAL(+TRD) 
!   Can we go down below 4 GeV on single electron? à main 

limitation is EMCAL L0 trigger rate  

•  We need the development of di-electrons pair dedicated trigger 
with EMCAL + TRD (ex. EMCAL L0 + TRD L1) à EMCAL/TRD 
expertise is required  
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2nd scenario: topological trigger with 
ITS 

!   Possible scheme for B→J/ψ(→ee) analysis:  
!    L2 trigger 
!    build J/ψ candidate in ITS applying invariant mass 

constraints 
!    look at corresponding tracks in TRD which: 

Ø Are compatible with two electrons 
Ø Point back to a secondary vertex far away from 

the interaction vertex 
!   Cut on the impact parameter/pseudoproper-decay-

length (cτ(B) ∼ 500µm) 

!   Advantage is the rejection of the component from 
prompt J/ψ 
!   Needs a rethinking of the analysis 



ΛcàpKπ 
Optimization of the analysis cuts 

!   sample analyzed for the optimization: 
Ø LHC10f7a pp (charm enriched) 

!   only current production cuts applied to the sample 
Ø list of production cuts at slide number 8 

!   choice of the “best cut” 
Ø comparison between the amount of signal and background rejected  

with the current analysis cuts and the new cuts 
Ø choice done  looking at the maximization of  the significance and 

minimization of  signal loss 
  

  



Bàe plans 
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Produc1on	  and	  Analysis	  cuts	  

<	  0.06	  



LHC10f6a:  pp Minimum Bias 7TeV ~ 70 106 events   
ITS All New 

ß  Current ITS with optimized cuts 

ITSUpgrade  with optimized cuts 

ß Current ITS with current cuts: no peak found     



Current ITS: not a true peak ITSupgrade and optimized cuts 

LHC11a3:  Pb-Pb 2.76 TeV  ~ 127.000 events 
Charm	  and	  Beauty	  enriched,	  with	  PWG3	  barrel	  signals	  ,0-‐20%	  centrality 
ITS All New 
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Bàe plans 
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